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Maxwell’s Equations  
in 1865

No evidence for magnetic monopoles
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F = e(E+ v ⇥B)Electromagnetic force law:
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Maxwell’s Equations  
with a Magnetic Monopole

Beautiful symmetry of Maxwell’s equations

Electromagnetic force law:
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Dirac Monopoles

eg = n~c/2 ! g = ne/2↵ ⇡ 68.5e
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Dirac’s quantization condition for electric (e) and magnetic (g) charges

Zero evidence of any particle with this large charge in

1. Time Projection Chamber (PEP or TRISTAN) 
2. Drift Chamber (D0 and CDF) 
3. All LHC detectors including MoEDAL 
4. Moon rocks
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Other theories

• George Lochak [quant-ph/0801.2752] 

• Another solution for the Dirac system of 
electron-monopole 

• Contrary to other theories, our monopole is 
light, fermionic and interacting 
electromagnetically and weakly 

• D. Fryberger, M. Sullivan[hep-ex/1707.05295] 

• Proposed a magnetic charged particle with 
magnetic charge g=e 

• Mili-charged particle [hep-ph/0001179v2], mili-
magnetic particle [Phys. Rev. D 96 (2017) 05510] 

• K. McDonald [http://kirkmcd.princeton.edu/examples/comay.pdf ] 

• Comay’s paradox: magnetic charges are 
incompatible with classical electrodynamics 

• K. Milton [Rep. Prog. Phys. 69 (2006) 1637-1712] 

• There is no classical Hamiltonian theory of 
magnetic charge

Theoretical arguments against the existence of magnetic chargesTheoretical arguments for the existence of magnetic charges
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We also believe that the symmetry of E and B in Maxwell’s equations should be 
reflected in the properties and masses of the fundamental electric and magnetic 
charges.  Therefore, it is unreasonable that a magnetic monopole would have a huge 
charge (~68e) and huge mass (>>1 TeV/c2) that are physically incompatible with the electron 
charge and mass. 

We believe that a magnetic particle should have a mass near, or below, the electron 
mass (me) a charge near, or below, the electron charge (e).   
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7

7 orders of magnitude

Suggested by oscillation measurement (from McKwown, 2017)

Could magnetic monopoles, SUSY particles, other particles  
exist in this mass region?

Masses of Fermions (Matter Particles)

me

g

10 me10-1 me10-2 me

10 e

10-2 e

10-1 e
ELwide-gap + Cerenkov + Calor

Hyper-EM

B-field acceleration 
(from rest) ΔE=gBl

m

e

102 me 103 me

102 e

104 me

TASSO Z. Phys. C38 (1988) 543.
K.Kinoshita  PRL 48(1982)77

R. Agnese PRL 114(2015)111302982

(shaded regions are excluded)

(open regions are PAL search areas )

B-field bending



Magnetic Monopole Production

on magnetic monopoles of ‘t Hooft and Polyakov’s theoretical work[8]. However,
we firmly believe on very general scientific grounds that physics is an observational
science and that we a

• are obligated to look where no one has looked before,
• should be guided by simplicity: a magnetic particle should resemble the electric

particle;
•must develop new detectors and methods for very low mass, moderately charged

particles which may interact with atoms in uncommon ways;
• must be prepared to re-instrument, re-evaluate methods, and try again with

new techniques;
• must search for detector techniques sensitive to low electromagnetic signals;

and,
• be prepared to find nothing.

We will discuss and describe a first generation of detectors for this search, allow-
ing that we are experimental particle physicists without expertise in, for example,
cryogenic techniques.

2.1 The beam, target, and detector volume

Figure 2: Feynman diagrams for electron-positron
annihilation to a virtual photon and its coupling
to pairs of electromagnetic particles, e

+
e
� and

m
+
m

�.

Since a magnetic charge is an
electromagnetic object, it can
be pair-produced in electron-
positron annihilation to a vir-
tual photon,

e
+
e
� ! �

⇤

and this virtual photon can cou-
ple to any fermion-antifermion
electromagnetic pair allowed by
energy conservation.3 The cou-
pling strength or production
probability is proportional to the square of the electromagnetic charge, so that the
processes in Fig. 2 are written as

e
+
e
� ! �

⇤ ! e
+
e
� and e

+
e
� ! �

⇤ ! m
+
m

�
,

where m
+ and m

� (or m and m̄) are a monopole and anti-monopole. The QED
cross sections for the monopole pair production process, in terms of the center-of-
mass energy s = E

2
CM and the fine structure constant ↵ = e

2
/4⇡✏0~c ⇡ 1/137,

is

�(e+e� ! m
+
m

�) =
4⇡

3

↵↵m+m�

s

s
1� 4m2

m/s

1� 4m2
e/s

(1 + 2m2
e/s)(1 + 2m2

m/s).

3
This was the primary motivation that B. Richter argued for building the small e+e� collider

SPEAR in 1972, that a virtual photon would couple to any possible new quark, for example.
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Coupling strength (or production probability)
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The analogue to ↵ for a magnetic charge g is

↵m+m� =
g
2

4⇡✏0~c
,

as depicted in Fig. 2. A crucial challenge of this proposal is that a small magnetic
charge, g < e, results is a very small (proportional to g

2) production probability and,
furthermore, small energy transfers in ionization energy loss, small radiation energy
losses, and small magnetic Čerenkov light generation. This involves the design of
new detectors.

2.1.1 The positron beam: annihilation-in-flight

A clean positron beam can be derived from an energetic electron beam by a series of
radiators, magnetic sweeping regions, and collimators. A conceptual design (without
necessary quadrupoles and specific dimensions) is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Conceptual design of a positron (e+) beam derived from an electron (e�)
beam. We would use permanent magnets in the realization of this e+ beam[14, 15].

We propose to use an electron beam at the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL):
the choices are a 10-GeV e

� beam at the end of the beam line; a 3-GeV or 5-GeV
extracted e

� beam in the middle; or, a 70 MeV e
� from the linear accelerator at the

PAL that is owned by Kyungpook National University.
Annihilation-in-flight allows forward going reaction products, e+e�, ��, and pos-

sibly m
+
m

� that travel through a detection volume that can be filled with various
detectors. A small issue for us is that we are more familiar with GeV energy particle
detectors, and not so much with MeV, keV, or meV energy detectors.

2.1.2 Target choices

Pure current target For e+ annihilation-in-flight, we want a pure e� target. Such
a target is available as a current across a vacuum chamber[16, 17]. However, these
pure e� targets only get up to about 300 A/cm2, are accompanied by light emission,

5

For small magnetic charge, g < e → •  small energy transfer in ionization energy loss 
•  small radiation energy losses 
•  small magnetic Cerenkov light generation

→ the design of new detectors
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Detection Methods
1. Electroluminescence (EL) TPC (Ar or Xe)

2.2.1 Electroluminescence TPC (in noble gases, like Ar or Xe):

Ionization electrons that are dragged through a noble gas by an electric field E gain
kinetic energy �T ⇠ eE� where � is the mean free path between collisions. If T is
always less than the ionization potential, the gas atoms are excited but not ionized,
and their de-excitation yields about 103 optical photons per electron over a few
millimeters of drift. This is electroluminescent (EL) amplification, a nearly noise-
free gain in signal. With this technique, single ionization electrons can be detected
(in the absence of electron attenuation in the gas). The emitted EL light can be
measured twice: first, by PMTs or LAPPDs[19] within the detector volume and,
second, by an array of SiPMs on a grid in the ground side of the EL gap, as in the
NEXT experiment[20].

An illustration of the detector response to four final states is shown in Fig. 4, (a)
a non-interacting e

+ beam particle, (b) an e
+
e
� event, (c) a �� event (with a pair

conversion inside the gas), and (d) an m
+
m

� event. The longitudinal drift time gives
the z coordinate and an array of SiPMs gives the (x, y) coordinates at the EL gap.
The EL signal and the calorimeter signal are shown below each frame in time. The
scale depends on the drift velocity but the total drift time is less than a millisecond.

Figure 5: The PMT signal from PMTs mounted on the front end of the detector
chamber to pick up the de-excitation light from Ar levels. The light signal are
cropped and di↵erentiated and are only an illustration, and they are reversed with
respect to the ionization EL signal by the light travel time going back upstream,
e.g., a �-ray at the beginning of the chamber delivers light at early times, but the
EL signal waits until the long drift to the EL gap.

The EL signal in Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 5 corresponds approximately to a monopole
charge of g ⇡ 0.04e.

2.2.2 Energetic �-rays and de-excitation light in an EL TPC

Very small magnetic charges, g, can be sensed by measuring the occasional large
Landau fluctuation, or �-ray in the language of bubble chambers, which extends up

8

2. Wide-gap EL detector

Number of �-rays Number of de-ex photons
g/e m/me per meter per meter

(90% acceptance) (QE ⇥R ⇡ 10%)
1.000 1.00 ! 0.01 4100 ± 66 3400 ! 6500
0.631 1.00 ! 0.01 1640 ± 41 1360 ! 2450
0.398 1.00 ! 0.01 650 ± 26 550 ! 980
0.251 1.00 ! 0.01 260 ± 16 210 ! 400
0.158 1.00 ! 0.01 100 ± 10 86! 160
0.100 1.00 ! 0.01 41 ± 7 34!65
0.063 1.00 ! 0.01 16 ± 4 13!27
0.040 1.00 ! 0.01 6.6 ± 2.6 6.0!10
0.025 1.00 ! 0.01 2.6 ± 1.6 2.0!4.0
0.016 1.00 ! 0.01 1.1 ± 1.0 0.60 ! 1.2
0.010 1.00 ! 0.01 0.4 ± 0.6 0.20 !0.4

Table 1: The number of �-rays above ion-pair threshold and number of de-excitation
photons in one meter of Ar gas at 10 atm. The radiative probability grows larger
logarithmically as the monopole mass decreases from m = me down to m = 0.01me.

to the particle energy itself, and is therefore a most sensitive probe of weakly ionizing
particles with noise-free EL amplification.

A detailed atomic level simulation of ionization and excitation energy losses in
Ar gas at 10 atm [21] reveals that energetic �-rays are a realistic signal, especially
when accompanied by the light for atomic de-excitation. The yields of �-rays above
the ion-pair threshold and the optical signal from de-excittion are shown in Table 1.
The magnetic charge that corresponds to the illustration in Fig. 4(d) is g/e ⇡ ....

Figure 6: A wide-gap electroluminescent detector.

PMTs can be placed
at the front of the de-
tector volume so that de-
excitation light from the
monopole excitation of Ar
levels can be seen by the
PMTs. Since the round trip
takes twice the time of ar-
rival at a point of �-ray pro-
duction, the PMT signal is
a factor of two later, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 5.

2.2.3 Wide-gap EL detector

A wide-gap (⇠ 20 cm) EL detector with drift perpendicular to the particle direction,
as illustrated in Fig. 6, can be very sensitive. The electric field E ⇠ 3 kV/cm points
up and drags ionization electrons down onto a SiPM array which picks up the EL
light. The trajectory of a magnetic particle enters from the left, and it may ionize
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3. Magnetic Cerenkov Light

only a few electrons from the very high end of the Landau distribution (three are
shown in the figure). The total optical signal will be near 3 ⇥ 103 and the spatial
positions measured to about 100µm.

2.2.4 Wide-gap EL volume with superposed E and B fields:

Figure 7: All electric charges are deflected
vertically (by both E and B) and all mag-
netic charges are deflected horizontally (by
both E and B).

Superposing E and B fields on the wide-
gap EL detector allows measurement of
the force F = gB on a magnetic charge.
For a particle incident on crossed E and
B fields as shown in Fig. 7, all magnetic
charges being deflected horizontally to
be measured with precision by the SiPM
signals (Fig. 6), and all electric charges
are deflected vertically.

This configuration can be extended
for longer B-field bending, and a drift
distance of several meters can be added
to measure small deflections due to F =
gB.

2.2.5 Magnetic Čerenkov light:

Figure 8: Čerenkov light generated by an electric
charge and a magnetic charge.

Čerenkov light can be gener-
ated by a relativistic magnetic
charge, but with the E and
B fields reversed as illustrated
in Fig. 8, with similar light
yields[22]. The reversal of the E
and B fields allows us to block
the Čerenkov light from an elec-
tric charge with polarizers po-
sitioned azimuthally around the
Čerenkov ring, as show in the
right-hand drawing in Fig. 8.
We would develop a perfectly
circular polarizer for this pur-
pose.

Like electric Čerenkov , magnetic Čerenkov light emission goes as (g/e)2 and is
very faint. We would use a trigger and selections on other measurements to define
an ensemble, then sum the Čerenkov light pattern to gain sensitivity.

The Čerenkov light can be measured with PMTs inside the detector volume, or
with LAPPDs[19] with large area for higher e�ciency. The light yield is low and,
therefore, we may sum the signals for many events in order to test for a detectable
magnetic Čerenkov signature.
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4. Hyper-EM low-mass particles:  
- Plastic Scintillator

2.2.6 Energy gain by acceleration in a B-field:

A magnetic particle of charge g in a magnetic field B will will experience a force
F = gB and gain an energy �E over an acceleration distance ` of

�E = gB`.

The energy gain of a Dirac monopole in a 1T field over 1m is (converting T to V/m
by the factor of c)

�E = 68.5e⇥ (1T ⇥ 3 · 108 m/s)⇥ 1 meter ⇡ 20.5 GeV.

For smaller magnetic charges, g, the energy gain is

�E = (300 MeV)⇥ g/e,

so that charges as small as g ⇡ 0.01e are detectable with an energy gain of �E ⇡ 3
MeV. In this case, monopole production near rest is advantageous. In either case, a
tapered solenoid is the preferred geometry for an acceleration channel.

2.2.7 Hyper-EM low-mass particles

The scale of an EM calorimeter is driven by its radiation length. For the electron
(mass me and charge e) the radiation length of Germanium is about X0 ⇡ 2 cm. For
a magnetic particle of mass m and charge g, this radiation length scales (Ref. [23]
and App. B) as

X0 ⇡ (2 cm)⇥ (m/me)2

(g/e)4
,

and this means that a lower mass EM particle with have a shorter radiation length,
and a lower charge particle will have a longer radiation length. In practice, radiation
lengths longer than 10 meters are impractical for this experiment. However, a very
short radiation length means that a magnetic particle will radiate and be absorbed
in very thin layers of material, maybe not even escaping from the target. However,
the radiation would produce a burst of photons. We are prepared to build thin
targets, low pressure gas chambers, and vacuum detector volumes followed by low-
mass calorimeters.

2.2.8 Electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter:

Every detector arrangement will have a total absorption electromagnetic calorimeter
at the far downstream end. There are many choices: Germanium crystals at low
temperature, several common crystals (BGO, LYSO, NaI), or plastic scintillator
homogeneous or sampling calorimeters.

2.2.9 Miscellaneous auxiliary detectors and options

Plastic scintillator as a hyper-EM calorimeter: Plastic scintillator is e�cient
and luminous for capturing EM particles in a sampling calorimeter (higher energy)
or as a continuous medium (very low energy EM calorimeter).
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5. Electromagnetic Calorimeter 
 - LYSO, LaBr3:Ce, CeBr3, … 
 - total absorption at the far downstream end

6. Other ideas… 
- NV Center 
- Magnon
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KæM  
(KoreA Experiment on Magnetic Monopole)

1 T solenoids

Length: 1 m, Bore: 20 cm
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Electron-Positron Annihilation at Rest
Trigger-veto (LYSO)

ECAL (LYSO)

8

Figure 9: Vacuum chamber drawing: source, trigger lyso
and end-of-solenoid lyso em calorimeters. The acceleration
channels insert into the two 1-Tesla KR tech solenoids in the
lower figure.

The activity of 176Lu is about 35
counts/sec, understood and not a
problem for us [29]. Further readout
methods developed for pet imaging
detectors [30] are discussed for im-
provements in energy and time res-
olutions. These techniques are be-
ing evaluated for the design of custom
waveform digitizing electronics read-
out [31]. We expect time resolutions
better than 300 ps for triggering and
coincidence.

These non-hygroscopic crystals will
be unwrapped and, therefore, a pu-
tative magnetic charge will encounter
negligible material from the annihi-
lation point to the lyso calorimeter
volume.

The lyso energy resolution of 8% at
511-keV results in an energy mea-
surement discrimination of about 8�
for g = 0.01e, that is, two (1.50 ±
0.12)-MeV energy deposits in the end
calorimeters compared to two 0.511-
MeV �s. Multiple source decays overlapping in time will degrade this.

Bare SiPMs: The same SiPMs that will readout the lyso arrays will also be used as “bare”
photo-converters facing directly the e+ target annihilation as a test of possible excitation and
ionization by a magnetic charge, and magnetic Čerenkov radiation light generation, in the first few
microns of the glass of the SiPM. This will allow us to search to lower masses, m ⇡ 0.001 me, for
hyper-em magnetic charges.

Energy loss: Radiation, ionization, and excitation

Hyper-em radiation: A low-mass or low-charge magnetic particle will behave di↵erently in
a detector from, for example, an electron or muon. There are two considerations: (1) hyper-em
radiation from a low-mass charged particle (radiation rate goes like 1/m2), and (2) small momentum
impulse to atomic electrons from a low-charge electromagnetic particle.

A charged particle with mass below the electron mass will radiate in the materials of the detector.
The radiative energy loss depends strongly on the mass of the charged particle, and also on its
charge. We have derived this expression for radiative energy loss,

dErad

dx
=

4

3⇡

⇢

A
Z2↵K

h(g/e)2

m/me

i2
ln(

233�(m/me)

Z1/3
)
E

mc2
,

where E is the total energy of the monopole, � = E/mc2, and K = 0.3072 MeV/g·cm�2.
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22Na positron-electron annihilation and magnetic charge acceleration:
source, magnetic field, calorimeter, geometry

Sehwook Lee, John Hauptman and Hongjoo Kim
Kyungpook National University

1 Main idea

A magnetic charge will be accelerated and gain energy in a magnetic field. A magnetic
particle of charge g in a magnetic field B will experience a force F = gB and gain an
energy �E over an acceleration distance ` of

�E = gB`.

The energy gain of a Dirac monopole, g = 68.5e, in a B = 1 T field over 1 meter is
(converting Tesla to V/m by the factor of c)

�E = 68.5e⇥ (1T ⇥ c)⇥ 1 meter ⇡ 20.5 GeV.

For a unit charge, g = e, the energy gain is �E = 20.5 GeV/68.5 = 300 MeV. For a
magnetic charge, g, the energy gain is

�E = (300 MeV)⇥ g/e.

Positron source 22Na gives a e+ which annihilates to two 0.511-MeV �s and, si-
multaneously, a 1.27 MeV � that can be used as a pre-trigger.

Magnetic field: The acceleration magnetic field is naturally a solenoid with the e+

source in the middle so that the annihilation results in a positive charge g accelerating
along the +B direction and a negative charge �g accelerating along the �B direction.

EM calorimeter: At the end of each solenoid is a precision em calorimeter, most
likely crystal for energy, time and spatial resolutions of MeV-energy EM particles.

Geometry A simple geometry is a vacuum pipe (like a beam pipe) of diameter ⇠ 20
cm and length ⇠ 2 m with flanges on both ends for mounting the EM calorimeters
and a port in the middle for inserting the 22Na source, or separate sections that can
be attached (chained together). We want a 1-meter acceleration region so, given the
two EM calorimeters plus readout at the back of 20cm, about 1.2 meter vacuum pipes.
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the obtained energy of magnetic monopoles

← the signature of monopole

Main background: two 511 keV photons금룡테크(KRTech, Daegu)
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Al target + 22Na



Magnetic Mirror for the e+ Annihilation Target
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Figure 2: Calculated solenoid field Bxz for a simple one-layer solenoid with the KR currents.

4 Thin target geometry

The behavior of positrons in metals is a well-studied area.[4]
The e+ annihilation target can be a very thin metal (say, carbon, aluminum,

iridium or gold) and several cyclotron diameters in size: t ⇡ 10 µm and approximately
2 cm in diameter. The 22Na source is at the center of the target, as shown in Fig. 8.

When the e+ enters the target, it will slow down to thermal energies (T ⇡ 0.025
eV) in about 1-3 ps. The net distance in the solid aluminum before coming to rest is
10-1000 µm [2], so the e+ scatters around a lot before coming to rest. An easy way
to think about this is that the positive e+ is repelled by the nuclei of the solid, does
not interact with the nuclei, and acts like a low-energy µ+.

The e+ leaves the source at an angle ✓ with respect to the thin target sheet. It goes
out and comes pack to the target at the same angle ✓. In a straight line (neglecting
multiple scattering) it travels a distance of t/ sin ✓ in the material of the target. For
a T = 0.5 MeV e+ in aluminum, the energy loss and multiple scattering are (for
aluminum):

5

Trapped e+

Al target

Escaped e+ through the loss cone

Determination of target size

Number of event Exclusive efficiency Cumulated efficiency

Generate 1000000 100% 100%

e+ emission from  
22Na decay

903814 90.38% 90.38%

Trapped by magnetic mirror 448693 49.64% 44.87%

Geometric acceptance 7927 1.77% 0.79%

   ϵTrapped by magnetic mirror =
trapped positron
total positron 

   ϵGeometrical acceptance =
detected number of photon pair

total number of photon pair

Time from e+ emission to the arrival of γ at ECAL

                                                                                                     Time (ns)

Determination of a width of gate pulse 

- 100 ns 

More studies to be done for target design 

- target thickness (Hyper EM) 
(implement the effective radiation 
length and ionization energy loss for 
magnetic particles into GEANT 4) 

- reduction of inefficiency by loss cone 
(steep gradient of magnetic field 
between solenoids using μ-metal or 
permanent magnet)



Nitrogen Vacancy Center

1) 骆뗫 魂뙆 - ꂺ땊댚ꢂꊲ 魂뙆됖 NV center딮 𝐶3𝑣 ꃖ뱃꼇

𝐶3𝑣 대칭성

[1] Nitrogen-Vacancy(NV) center

- 다이아몬드 결정에 불순물로 질소가
doping되고, 빈 격자 지점(vacancy site)
이 질소 원자와 서로 이웃하도록 자리 잡
은 구조를 NV center 라고 부른다.

- 탄소 두 개가 서로 이웃한 질소와 vacancy 
로 대체되었고, 다이아몬드 구조는 동일하
다.

𝐶2𝑣 𝐶3𝑣 𝐶4𝑣

삼방정계
(trigonal)

- NV center 는 기존 diamond 의 구조 대칭성을 그대로 따른다. 

- 왼쪽의 그림과 같은 NV center 의 구조는 𝐶3𝑣 또는 삼방정계
(trigonal) 대칭성이다.

� NV center 를 내포한 다이아몬드 결정의
unit cell

- point group 표현
- 회전축이 하나이면 C, 둘이면 D
- 회전축과 나란한 대칭면의 수 n 

개를 아래첨자로 => 𝐶𝑛
- 회전축에 수직한 거울면(mirror 

plane)이 있으면 h 없으면 v => 
𝐶𝑛𝑣 또는 𝐶𝑛𝑣

[2] NV center 의 구조 대칭성
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order of the millimeter scale23, which is one of the unique features of diamond quantum sensing. Furthermore, 
the four possible orientations of the NV! axis in a bulk diamond enable demonstrations of vector imaging24–26.

As an application of this e!ective quantum magnetic sensing, in this study, we investigated the detection of 
magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) in biomedical tissues. "us far, MNPs have been employed extensively in bio-
medical applications, such as the diagnosis and therapy of various diseases27–29, because the magnetic technique 
using MNPs provides minimally invasive treatment and diagnosis, compared with the conventional approaches 
using radiation or radioactive particles30. For example, the detection of MNPs accumulating into sentinel lymph 
nodes is useful for the diagnosis of cancer metastasis in breast cancer patients. Recent advanced clinical/engi-
neering studies for breast cancer patients have described the detection of MNPs using a magnetometer with a 
conventional magnetic sensor, such as a Hall sensor or pickup coil, as a promising technique that o!ers an alter-
native to harmful radioactive particles31–37. "e detectable distance is approximately 10 mm for 140 µg of MNPs. It 
is necessary to develop highly sensitive magnetic detection to detect MNPs that are deeper inside the biomedical 
tissue, and create a new and applicable clinical regime.

In this study, we developed a novel magnetometer with NV! centers in a bulk diamond, and demonstrated 
the detection of the magnetic #eld from MNPs. "e optical #ber-based system enabled us to realize a compact 
probe system as opposed to a confocal-based optical system, and alternating-current (AC) magnetic #elds of the 
excitation coil system facilitated highly sensitive detection of MNPs.

Results
NV! center in bulk diamond and lock-in detection of alternating magnetic field. We used a 
(100) diamond bulk (2 " 2 " 0.5 cm3) irradiated with high-energy electrons. Figure$1(a) presents the structure of 
the NV-axis and three C-axes of the (100) diamond in the Cartesian coordinate system; the axes are 109.5° apart. 
"e NV! center is randomly arranged along the crystallographic orientation of the diamond lattice, leading to 
the existence of four possible orientations of the NV! center in the diamond. "e principle of magnetic sensing is 
based on the energy level structure of the electrons, as illustrated in Fig.$1(b). "e energy state of the NV! center 
that possesses an electron spin can be controlled by a green laser (532 nm) and microwave (MW) irradiation, 
resulting in a decrease in the red %uorescence intensity attributed to the electron spin resonance (ESR). Under an 
external magnetic #eld, the energy level of ms = ±1 splits according to the magnetic #eld strength owing to the 
Zeeman e!ect, which also results in the shi&ing of the red %uorescence in the optically detected magnetic reso-
nance (ODMR) spectrum (Fig.$1(c)). "e magnitude of the shi& #f from the center frequency f0 (approximately 
2.87 GHz without the magnetic #eld) can be expressed by

f B , (1)NV 0!# =

where !NV = µBgs/h~28.024 GHz/T is the gyromagnetic ratio, µB is the Bohr magneton, gs $ 2 is the Lande ! factor, 
h is the Planck constant, and B0 is the applied magnetic #eld strength along an NV! axis. Figure$1(d) illustrates 
the principle of the lock-in detection (known as DC sensing) that we employed for the AC magnetic #eld sensing. 
When applying AC magnetic #elds under a certain MW frequency, the red %uorescence intensity in a dip also 

Figure 1. (a) Schematics of NV (100) lattice in diamond. N, C, and V represent the nitrogen atom, carbon 
atom, and vacancy, respectively. "e angle between any two arrows is 109.5° in a regular tetrahedron structure 
in diamond. (b) Energy level of NV! center in diamond. "e NV! is excited by the green laser and then emits 
red %uorescence of the NV according to the electron energy states. An energy level of ms = ±1 excited by MW 
(fESR ~2.87 GHz in the case of zero magnetic #elds) increases to excited states and relaxes via non-radiative 
transition to ground states. Moreover, ms = ±1 are split by external magnetic #elds owing to the Zeeman e!ect. 
(c) ODMR under an external magnetic #eld. (d) Principle of lock-in detection for AC magnetic #eld sensing at 
certain MW frequency.
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2) 뎦點랖 ꗞꩾ - Zeeman splitting(ZS)
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[6] 외부자기장 세기에 따른 근사 및 자기장 측정

(1) 𝐵𝑁𝑉 ~
ℎ

𝑔𝜇𝐵
𝐸

- 제곱근 안의 두 항 크기가 비슷하여 근사를 못한다. 이 경우 에너지
레벨 차의 진동수가 외부자기장에 비례하지 않는다.

(2) 𝐵𝑁𝑉 ≪
ℎ

𝑔𝜇𝐵
𝐸

- 근사하면 Δ ≈ 2𝐸 로 외부자기장의 영향을 측정할 수 없다. 

(3) 𝐵𝑁𝑉 ≫
ℎ

𝑔𝜇𝐵
𝐸

- 근사하면 Δ ≈ 2 𝑔𝜇𝐵
ℎ
𝐵𝑁𝑉 로 외부자기장에 직접적으로 비례하는 에너

지 레벨 차를 측정할 수 있다. 

Δ = 2
𝑔𝜇𝐵
ℎ 𝐵𝑁𝑉

2
+ 𝐸2

Rep. Prog. Phys. 77, 056503(2014)

D~2.87

D ~ 2.87 GHz

Annealing
Before annealing 

After annealing 

Vacancy and electron injectionNatural diamond
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Superconducting Solenoid  
with iron-free multi-solenoid flux return

1. High magnetic field → sensitive to small magnetic charge region 2. Large bore → high geometric acceptance 

2 Solenoids

Figure 1: Simple solenoid.

A simple solenoid shown in Fig. 1 has a large
dipole fringe field and a central flux density
of

B = µ0nI,

where n is the turn density is turns/meter
and I is the current. The permeability of
free space,m0, is a very small number,mu0 =
4⇡10�7 T· m /A and, therefore, n and I come
out to be large numbers for solenoids with 1-
Tesla fields. Usually, an iron yoke surrounds
the solenoids to return the flux. This is the
common mode for all high energy collider de-
tectors, and this iron volume in a large detec-
tor can amount to 75% of the whole volume of the detector.

The 4th Concept detector [3] generated many new ideas, and one of those was the concept
of “dual-solenoids” that return the magnetic flux with an outer solenoid driven in the opposite
direction.

An extension of the dual-solenoid is to use a series of smaller bore solenoids that surround
the main solenoid to return the flux. An example is shown in Fig. 2 shown the directions
of the currents: the main solenoid has current flowing counter-clockwise, and the flux return
solenoids has currents that are clockwise. Note that the inner currents of the flux return
solenoids add to the current of the main solenoid, resulting in very high attainable magnetic
fields. Fig. 2 is an example from Mikhailichenko [4] for a large collider detector such as 4th
(the radius is about 3 meters).

Figure 2: The multi-solenoid flux return geometry on the left, and the currents in the main solenoid
and the outer flux-return solenoids.

A blow-up of these currents is shown in Fig. 3, also from Ref. [4].
A map of the magnetic field of this solenoid with multiple flux-return solenoids is shown

in Fig. 4. The main solenoid field is about B ⇡ 8 T. This figure shows the directions of the
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An extension of the dual-solenoid is to use a series of smaller bore solenoids that surround
the main solenoid to return the flux. An example is shown in Fig. 2 shown the directions
of the currents: the main solenoid has current flowing counter-clockwise, and the flux return
solenoids has currents that are clockwise. Note that the inner currents of the flux return
solenoids add to the current of the main solenoid, resulting in very high attainable magnetic
fields. Fig. 2 is an example from Mikhailichenko [4] for a large collider detector such as 4th
(the radius is about 3 meters).

Figure 2: The multi-solenoid flux return geometry on the left, and the currents in the main solenoid
and the outer flux-return solenoids.

A blow-up of these currents is shown in Fig. 3, also from Ref. [4].
A map of the magnetic field of this solenoid with multiple flux-return solenoids is shown

in Fig. 4. The main solenoid field is about B ⇡ 8 T. This figure shows the directions of the

4

Figure 5: A contour plot of the same field in Fig. 4. The fringe field is near zero and the central
field (for particle bending) is 8 T and very uniform over a large volume.

The axial magnetic field, Bz, on the axis as a function of z is shown in Fig. 6. This field
flat tops at 8.0 T over an axial distance of about 4 meters, and falls to zero at z = ±6.2
meters.

The axial field, Bz, on a line going through the center of the main solenoid and through
the centers of two of the flux-return solenoids is shown in Fig. 6. Since the fields are about
equal and opposite, it is evident that the summed areas of the flux-return solenoids is about
equal to the area of the main solenoid. The number of Webers threading the main solenoid
must equal the number of Webers through the flux-return solenoids.

A 3-d drawing [4] of the main solenoid, the segmented flux-return solenoids, and the “wall
of coils” the contfines the flux to essentially the volume of a cylinder defined by the outer
edges of the flux-return solenoids is shown in Fig. 7.

This solenoid is intended for a large e+e� collider experiment with a 3-meter tracking
chamber plus calorimeter volume. It can be scaled down proportionally to any smaller size,
and the currents can be made to attain a field ever larger than the 8 T field of this large

6

Figure 6: [left] The axial magnetic field, Bz, on the axis as a function of z; [right] The axial magnetic
field, Bz, across a diameter of the main solenoid and across two of the outer flux-return solenoids.

Figure 7: A 3-d drawing of the main solenoid (in blue),e “wall of coils” (in red), and the segmented
outer flux-return solenoids (in grey).

solenoid.

Lest we forget, the “magnetic pressure” and the forces that tend to expand the solenoid
goes as B2, and the total stored energy goes as B2 integrated over the volume. For this collider
solenoid, those are very large numbers.

7

Figure 6: [left] The axial magnetic field, Bz, on the axis as a function of z; [right] The axial magnetic
field, Bz, across a diameter of the main solenoid and across two of the outer flux-return solenoids.

Figure 7: A 3-d drawing of the main solenoid (in blue),e “wall of coils” (in red), and the segmented
outer flux-return solenoids (in grey).

solenoid.

Lest we forget, the “magnetic pressure” and the forces that tend to expand the solenoid
goes as B2, and the total stored energy goes as B2 integrated over the volume. For this collider
solenoid, those are very large numbers.
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Summary and Plan

• Unexplored world for magnetic monopole 
search (low mass and low charge) 

• Many interesting ideas to detect magnetic 
monopoles 

• Current status 

• magnetic mirror and target design 

• B-field calculation, target optimization  

• electronics for DAQ in production  

• vacuum chamber is being built     

• two solenoids (1 T, 50 cm) are available in 
KRTech (free) 

• background study with GEANT 4 

• NV Center 

• Design of superconducting solenoid 

• Plan in 2021 

• Building two solenoids (1 T, 1 m) - ~400M 
KRW from government 

• Trigger-veto installation and study 

• Target production 

• building ECAL 

• background study with real data
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We are working to seek its completion

Classical Electromagnetism

Photograph courtesy CERN
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Magnetic Mirror

Figure 1: Magnetic bottle. When the particle making cyclotron orbits veers to the right,
the Lorentz force has a component to the left due to the negative radial component of B.
The e+ will oscillate back and forth between the mirrors. Note that “adiabatic invariance”
means that the number of flux lines (“Webers”) threading the orbit remains constant. The
e+ energy is constant.

Calculation of µe+ The e+ travels in a circle of radius r given by r = p/0.3B (in
units of cm, MeV/c, kG). The current i is the charge +e divided by the period for
one turn,

i = e/(2⇡r/v) =
ev

2⇡r
.

The magnetic moment is µ = iA, where A is the area of the loop, so µ = evr/2. Let’s
relate this to the Bohr magneton, µB = e~/2me. We’ll do this by throwing in factors
of me, c, and ~.

µe+ =
evr

2
! e~ me v r

2~ me
! [

e~
2me

]
mec2(v/c)r

~c ! [
e~
2me

][
mec2

~c ](�r).

The ratio v/c is � which is also usefully written as � = p/E (where E is total energy
of the e+). Also, mec2, ~c, and µB have numerical values of

mec
2 ⇡ 0.5 MeV ~c ⇡ 200 MeV · F µB =

e~
2me

⇡ 5.8⇥ 10�12 MeV/kG.

For B = 10 kG, p = 0.92 MeV/c, and r = 0.3 cm, the magnetic moment of the e+ is

µe+ ⇡ µB(MeV/kG) [
0.5MeV

200MeV · F] �r(F) ! 0.039 MeV/kG.
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Magnetic mirror            

Positron energy and time just before 
annihilation.

Positron energy

Positron time



Magnetic Monopole Production
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on magnetic monopoles of ‘t Hooft and Polyakov’s theoretical work[8]. However,
we firmly believe on very general scientific grounds that physics is an observational
science and that we a

• are obligated to look where no one has looked before,
• should be guided by simplicity: a magnetic particle should resemble the electric

particle;
•must develop new detectors and methods for very low mass, moderately charged

particles which may interact with atoms in uncommon ways;
• must be prepared to re-instrument, re-evaluate methods, and try again with

new techniques;
• must search for detector techniques sensitive to low electromagnetic signals;

and,
• be prepared to find nothing.

We will discuss and describe a first generation of detectors for this search, allow-
ing that we are experimental particle physicists without expertise in, for example,
cryogenic techniques.

2.1 The beam, target, and detector volume

Figure 2: Feynman diagrams for electron-positron
annihilation to a virtual photon and its coupling
to pairs of electromagnetic particles, e

+
e
� and

m
+
m

�.

Since a magnetic charge is an
electromagnetic object, it can
be pair-produced in electron-
positron annihilation to a vir-
tual photon,

e
+
e
� ! �

⇤

and this virtual photon can cou-
ple to any fermion-antifermion
electromagnetic pair allowed by
energy conservation.3 The cou-
pling strength or production
probability is proportional to the square of the electromagnetic charge, so that the
processes in Fig. 2 are written as

e
+
e
� ! �

⇤ ! e
+
e
� and e

+
e
� ! �

⇤ ! m
+
m

�
,

where m
+ and m

� (or m and m̄) are a monopole and anti-monopole. The QED
cross sections for the monopole pair production process, in terms of the center-of-
mass energy s = E

2
CM and the fine structure constant ↵ = e

2
/4⇡✏0~c ⇡ 1/137,

is

�(e+e� ! m
+
m

�) =
4⇡

3

↵↵m+m�

s

s
1� 4m2

m/s

1� 4m2
e/s

(1 + 2m2
e/s)(1 + 2m2

m/s).

3
This was the primary motivation that B. Richter argued for building the small e+e� collider

SPEAR in 1972, that a virtual photon would couple to any possible new quark, for example.

4

The analogue to ↵ for a magnetic charge g is

↵m+m� =
g
2

4⇡✏0~c
,

as depicted in Fig. 2. A crucial challenge of this proposal is that a small magnetic
charge, g < e, results is a very small (proportional to g

2) production probability and,
furthermore, small energy transfers in ionization energy loss, small radiation energy
losses, and small magnetic Čerenkov light generation. This involves the design of
new detectors.

2.1.1 The positron beam: annihilation-in-flight

A clean positron beam can be derived from an energetic electron beam by a series of
radiators, magnetic sweeping regions, and collimators. A conceptual design (without
necessary quadrupoles and specific dimensions) is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Conceptual design of a positron (e+) beam derived from an electron (e�)
beam. We would use permanent magnets in the realization of this e+ beam[14, 15].

We propose to use an electron beam at the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL):
the choices are a 10-GeV e

� beam at the end of the beam line; a 3-GeV or 5-GeV
extracted e

� beam in the middle; or, a 70 MeV e
� from the linear accelerator at the

PAL that is owned by Kyungpook National University.
Annihilation-in-flight allows forward going reaction products, e+e�, ��, and pos-

sibly m
+
m

� that travel through a detection volume that can be filled with various
detectors. A small issue for us is that we are more familiar with GeV energy particle
detectors, and not so much with MeV, keV, or meV energy detectors.

2.1.2 Target choices

Pure current target For e+ annihilation-in-flight, we want a pure e� target. Such
a target is available as a current across a vacuum chamber[16, 17]. However, these
pure e� targets only get up to about 300 A/cm2, are accompanied by light emission,

5

Loss cone inefficiency of magnetic mirror: 50.36% 

Geometric acceptance: 1.77 % 

Cross section

Energy measurement discrimination for g=0.01e: about 10 σ 

- LYSO: energy resolution 8% at 511 keV  

- main background: e+e- → γγ


